
6:30PM @ 305 WEST STREET - HUTTO
Join us for a FREE educational Coffee Chat every month.  

Childcare Provided At No Cost With Registration

DOOR PRIZES! Enter for a chance to win at every Coffee Chat you attend.

SIGN UP TODAY: tinyurl.com/HuttoCoffeechat

September’s Topic Will Be Social Media & Internet Safety - Taught By 
Amy Callaway of the Williamson County Children’s Advocacy Center

Join US FOR

coffee 
&

snacks

September 18 / Social Media Awareness & Safety
The digital world is constantly evolving with new social media platforms, apps, & devices, and our children 
are often the first to use them. While you may not be able to monitor all of their activities, there are things you 
can do to protect them. Learn some here.

October 16 / Family Skills Training:  Drug Abuse Prevention & Intervention
When it comes to preventing drug abuse, early intervention and assessment are key. This coffee chat will 
cover substance abuse history, current drug trends, and information on how drugs affect the body. Learn how 
to reduce risks & intervene in unhealthy behaviors. 

November 13 / Behavior & Mental Health – Know When to Get Help
Teenagers are often moody due to hormonal and physical changes. However, when mental illness is involved, 
it may be difficult to differentiate “normal teenage behavior” from the symptoms of depression, anxiety and 
other emotional difficulties. Learn the signs at this session.

January 15 / Managing Your Child's Behavior Successfully
Every parent wants their children to be happy, respectful, and respected by others. Kids can be noncompliant, 
impulsive, and even oppositional at times. All of this adds to stress on both sides. Learn how to provide 
discipline to your child so that he or she can function well at home and in public. You don’t have to do this 
alone.

February 19 / Healthy Choices for Your Family
Most parents have some idea of what they should be feeding their children, but there is a significant gap in 
understanding how to encourage their children to eat healthy. Join us as we tackle the what & the how to 
creating healthy habits. Learn practical information about promoting healthy behaviors without creating 
negative body images.


